2001 nissan maxima exhaust

This product fit my vehicle perfectly. The shipping was prompt and the price was excellent,
compared to local prices. PartsGeek in my place to go. And the muffler was able to install
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great if all the parts will be correct. Received gasket to seal between tail pipe and mid pipe
didn't fit. All rest of parts OK. The exhaust system that I purchased was just like you see in the
picture, it looks great and fit perfectly on the car, very happy. The only thing I would say is that I
paid around Thx Scott. Cat Back Exhaust. Purchased cat back exhaust for my car. Part was
direct fit only wish it came with some hardware none less. Shipping was good got it a day
earlier in spite that it was a after a holiday. Well recommended 1aauto to friends and guys that
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unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Auto Dynasty
Store. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Ginsco pcs 6. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
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Recommendations: -great for the price so go ahead and get it -before installing paint everything
with high temp paint, including bolts and nuts. We'll see how it holds up against the midwest

winters Although the muffler mount points could be further out towards the tire to center the
GIANT tailpipes more would be nice, I definitely cant complain at all. Made myself some custom
brackets since the stock rubbers ripped out the bracket while uninstalling the old exhaust and
they sit fine without any risk of burning the rear bumper with NO play whatsoever. The choice is
clear. Between 1k-2k RPM is moderately louder than stock. If you want "silent" lets be real This
is totally for you. Good initial quality at a fair price, the exhaust bolts right up with minimal
effort. Definitely louder than stock, lose the silencer tips for the best sound. As far as HP gains,
who knows Absolutely love this exhaust. Great quality for such a low price. All hardware i
needed. And fit good. Only problem is the right tip hits my factory bumper. But thats because
the wholes for the tips is square and not round. Thats not your fault. Defiantly would buy again!
By Mike Torres on August 28, Images in this review. Very easy to install. Looks very nice and
adds a nice heavy tone to the car. Sounds like a muscle v8 or something. I recommend for the
price. Only issue i had was taking the old exhuast off because of how rusted it was. Had to cut it
off with a sawzall. But besides that it was a breeze to put on. Left me with a smile of excitement.
Hope it last while the winter comes. Don't want to see it getting rusted out. Excuse the rag on
the ground lol. Remove the silencers! The sound is amazing for the price! Fit nicely when
installed. Comes with silencers that can be removed. One thing to note: My gas mileage has
dropped 1. Other than that, it's perfect for the money! Love this exhaust! It sounds amazing still!
I deleted my 3rd cat and it had a bad raspy noise at So I welded it back on and it sounds like it
did before. I am very satisfied with this product. It is cheap and produces an amazing sound. I
love it!! I bought it for my Nissan Altima, even though it was meant for a maxima, so I had to do
some cutting and proper fitting but I got to tell you this exhaust was well worth it!! I highly
recommend it. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: dual
muffler exhaust , dual muffler , oe muffler , high flow muffler , axle back exhaust , race muffler.
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